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Kick-off Meeting for SOI’s
Two New Projects:
PRP-4 & C-26
We find ourselves once again going into the last stretch of the year and what a remarkable year it has been. I recall
toasting to the success of the Su Tu Nau Project even as we were celebrating the Chinese New Year – and just a
week ago, we were applauding the successful project completion of another milestone project in our portfolio: the
launch of our heaviest jacket so far at 9,500MT and the floatover installation of one of our heaviest structures, a
13,500MT Topside for the SK316 project.
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Catching up with a very busy man.
Up close and personal interview
with SOC’s AVP, Stellen Hoon.
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EE Training in SOI

Over a hundred new joins to
work on our 4 major projects in
India underwent orientation and
Emotional Excellence Workshop.

Wassana Project

And now, we are gearing up for one of our biggest project campaigns in India, where we are mobilizing over three
thousand offshore personnel and deploying over 80 vessels. It has been a flurry of activities and indeed, it is a
testament once again to the resilience of both the Swiber Group and the Vallianz Group amidst the most challenging
situations.
As we continue to operate against the backdrop of an uncertain oil price outlook, let us be prepared to do more with
less, to remain creative in our solutions with uncompromised safety and quality of work. Many of you have rallied
and stood behind our call to recalibrate our thinking and our actions in the face of the new normal in our industry.
“Don’t limit your challenges, challenge your limits” a winning college sports coach once said.
Our resources may be limited but the resourcefulness from each one of you is unlimited. Our capabilities may be
limited but the talent and passion you bring are unlimited. Our energy and strength may be limited but your heart and
compassion are unlimited. Our prospects may be limited but the vision and hope from many of you are unlimited.
Our God who watches over Swiber is limitless and the reason why my faith holds strong for our future.
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SK316 Project
Another float-over installation
successfully executed
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Swiber Reports Lower Core Earnings for 2QFY15
Vallianz Reports Net Profit of US$4.6M in 2Q2015 Despite
Softer Conditions in the Oil & Gas Industry
• Revenue in 2Q2015 rose 68.6% to US$65.0 million, driven mainly by its OSV chartering business
• EBITDA increased 44.1% to US$21.3 million in 2Q2015, and 58.6% to US$41.2 million in HY2015
• Order book stood at record of US$968.0 million
Press Release: 14 Aug 2015
The Group has built a strong presence
in the Middle East, the world’s largest
oil producing region, where production
activities
have
remained
vibrant
despite the weak oil price environment.
“Since entering the Middle East market in
the latter half of 2013, we have been working
continuously to strengthen our relationship
with a Middle East state-owned oil company,
which is one of the world’s largest national
oil companies. As a result of these efforts,
we have become a key supplier of OSVs
to this customer. Indeed, the Group has
continued to secure charter contracts
with our customer for a total value of up to
US$758.0 million last month.

Vallianz has remained firmly in the black
despite weaker business conditions in the
global offshore oilfield services market. The
Group today reported a net profit of US$4.6
million for the three months ended 30 June
2015 (“2Q2015”).
The Group’s revenue continued to grow
strongly in 2Q2015 with a gain of 68.6%
to US$65.0 million. The better top line
performance came on the back of higher
revenue from its offshore support vessel
(“OSV”) chartering operations as well new
revenue streams from subsidiaries acquired
in the last quarter of 2014. This drove the
Group’s gross profit up by 27.9% to US$17.8
million in 2Q2015.
The Group’s EBITDA (earnings before
interest, depreciation and amortisation) for
2Q2015 climbed 44.1% to US$21.3 million.
At the bottom line, higher finance costs and
foreign exchange loss reduced the Group’s
net profit by 20.9% in 2Q2015.
Nonetheless, Vallianz posted a respectable
net profit of US$10.1 million for the six
months ended 30 June 2015 (“HY2015”)
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on the back of a 89.8% jump in revenue to
US$125.7 million.
The Group’s EBITDA in HY2015 also
strengthened with an increase of 58.6%
to US$41.2 million compared to US$26.0
million in HY2014.
CEO of Vallianz, Mr Ling Yong Wah said,
“The Group continued to post higher revenue
and a profitable performance against a
challenging period for the global offshore
services industry. This set of results for
2Q2015 demonstrates the resilience of the
Group’s business model and our ability to
successfully ride through periods of market
volatility in the oil and gas industry.”
Vallianz’s OSV chartering business focuses
on shallow water field operations. The Group
has a successful record of securing mainly
long term charter contracts of between
three and seven years which generate stable
revenue streams. It also serves primarily
national oil companies which have less
volatile exploration and production spending
patterns. Vallianz presently owns a fleet of 40
OSVs.

In the near term, the Group’s strategy will
be to step up our focus and concentrate
our resources on the Middle East market as
we believe Vallianz is in a prime position to
capitalise on the on-going demand for OSVs
in this region. Given our experience and
reputation in the Middle East, we are working
to expand our presence in the Gulf region,”
said Mr Ling.
Vallianz remains positive of its prospects
as it is one of few companies that continue
to secure long-term charter contracts amid
the uncertain climate in the offshore oilfield
services market.
As at July 2015, the Group’s chartering
services order book had risen to a record
level of US$968.0 million, comprising mainly
of long term charters that stretch up to 2022.
This compares to its order book of US$540.0
million as at 31 December 2014.

• Pre-tax profit falls 81.3% to US$2.2 million, net attributable loss down
161% to US$4.6 million on absence of forex, fair value gains
• Revenue falls 8.7% to US$200.2 million with fewer contracts executed,
gross margins improves to 10.8% with stringent controls
• New contracts this year keep business momentum up
Press Release: 14 Aug 2015
Swiber reported lower core earnings as fewer contracts
were executed for the second quarter ended 30 June
2015 (2QFY15).
Pre-tax profit fell 81.3% to $2.2 million in 2QFY15
against $11.8 million previously. With the absence of
foreign exchange, fair value, and disposal
of associate gains, net attributable loss
totalled US$4.6 million in 2QFY15 against
a profit of US$7.5 million in the previous
corresponding period.

more contracts to secure a robust pipeline for the
medium term.”
Swiber has secured new contracts over the past few
months to boost its order book to a record US$1.7
billion. It recently signed a US$80 million letter of intent

Group revenue fell 8.7% to US$200.2
million from US$219.3 million in the same
period last year due to fewer contracts
executed. During the quarter under
review, revenue from Latin America
contributed 64.3% or US$128.7 million,
with the balance coming from South East
Asia, South Asia, and other markets.
Gross profit margin improved to 10.8%
in 2QFY15 from 7.8% in the previous
corresponding period as a result of
Swiber’s stringent control over its
operating costs.
Group other operating income fell 95.2% to
US$932,000 from US$19.4 million in 2QFY14,
reflecting the absence of foreign exchange gains of
US$4.6 million, gain on disposal of associate of $4.0
million, and fair value gain on financial liabilities of
US$3.5 million.
Share of profit of associates and joint ventures fell
56.6% to US$2.9 million from US$6.8 million as a
result of lower contribution from certain associates.
Group administrative expenses fell 49.2% to US$7.7
million due to its cost optimisation program, while
other operating expenses soared 309.7% to US$1.4
million as a result of higher foreign exchange losses.
Finance expenses fell 11.3% to US$14.1 million. These
included interest on bank borrowings and finance
charges on debt securities.
Deputy Group Chief Executive Officer Darren Yeo said:
“Our second quarter results reflected the cautious
sentiment in the oil and gas industry as the price of
crude oil remained volatile.
“Our order book of nearly US$2 billion is keeping us
busy during this lull period although we continue to
see opportunities in some of our target markets. We
hope to keep the business momentum up and to sign

in Latin America for the installation of monobuoys,
pipeline-end manifolds, and a submarine pipeline.
For the first six months ended 30 June 2015, revenue
fell by 12.8% to US$365.1 million. Group net loss
totalled US$3.1 million from a profit of US$63.0 million
in the same period last year. Net attributable profit
declined to US$8.3 million compared with a US$55.5
million profit in the previous corresponding period.
Total borrowings as at 30 June 2015 declined to
US$1,082.4 million compared with 30 June 2014 of
US$1,134.7 million. Group net debt-to-equity ratio
remained stable at 1.45 as in 31 March 2015. Net asset
value per share was 62.1 US cents as at 30 June 2015,
down from 90.6 US cents as at 31 December 2014.
Swiber has also announced a special dividend of
S$0.03 per share for the financial year ending 31
December 2014.
￼

Vallianz Inks New Contracts Worth up to US$458M, Lengthening
the Charter Duration for 19 OSVs in the Middle East
• Contracts reflect Vallianz’s ability to navigate its way through the current industry slowdown
• Group’s order book boosted to a record US$968 million with time charters stretching up to year 2022

Swiber has secured a US$80 million Letter of Intent to install
pipelines and supporting structures for a global energy company
in Latin America.

Vallianz has signed new contracts valued up to US$458 million
that has lengthened the charter duration for 19 of its offshore
support vessels (OSV) currently deployed to an existing customer
in the Middle East, which is one of the world’s largest national oil
companies (the “NOC”).

Under the contract, Swiber will install monobuoys, pipeline-end
manifolds and a submarine pipeline. The project will contribute
to a rapid succession of new contracts since the end of last
year and boosts Swiber’s order book to approximately US$1.9
billion.

The Group presently has 15 Anchor Handling Tug Supply (AHTS)
vessels and 4 Platform Supply Vessels (PSV) supporting the
offshore oil and gas operations of the NOC. With the new time
charter contracts, which modify certain terms in Vallianz’s previous
contracts with the NOC, these vessels will continue to be deployed
to the customer until June 2018, with an option to extend for two
more years until June 2020.

While charter rates for our vessels in the new contracts have been
revised lower by about 10% on average, the adjustment is less than
the rate cuts seen in the offshore marine industry. More importantly,
it has enabled the Group to lengthen the charter duration for half
of our fleet of owned vessels to year 2020 including options. This
further strengthens our relationship with the customer, and also
reflects our focus on maintaining a resilient business model for the
Group to ride through business cycles.”
Vallianz presently owns a fleet of 39 vessels operating in the Middle
East, Asia Pacific and Latin American markets. In addition, the
Group has a 49%-owned associate company, PT Vallianz Offshore
Maritim, which operates another 20 vessels in the cabotageprotected market in Indonesia.
The Group is also working to strengthen its position with the NOC
customer and has successfully offered it a wider range of valueadded, specialised solutions. In December 2014, Vallianz was
awarded a US$97 million time charter to supply a customized
Offshore Floating Storage and Supply Vessel to the NOC for up to 5
years. Earlier this month, the Group secured a time charter worth up
to US$300 million to supply two self-elevating platforms to support
the NOC’s offshore oil production activities for up to 7 years.
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• Letter of Intent with first-time client in Latin America to provide installation services
for submarine pipeline
• Latest project to strengthen Swiber’s track record in the region
• Swiber’s order book to reach approximately US$1.9 billion
Press Release: 04 Aug 2015

Press Release: 20 July 2015

Chief Executive Officer of Vallianz, Mr Ling Yong Wah said, “Being
cognizant of the current market situation in the offshore oil and
gas industry, we took a proactive approach and engaged our NOC
customer to review the Group’s existing vessel charters. In addition
to upholding the quality of our services and the trust our customers
have in us, it is paramount that the Group exercises flexibility to
align our services to prevailing market conditions. We believe the
new contracts show that our customer values our approach and
remains confident of our ability to deliver quality services.

Swiber secures US$80 million pipeline project in Latin America

The global energy company in Latin America is a new client
and the installation work is expected to commence in the third
quarter of 2015 and to be completed in the first quarter of 2016.
Latin America accounts for about 20 percent of the world’s
proven crude oil reserves of nearly 1.7 trillion barrels, after the
Middle East with 55%, according to the Latin American Energy
Organisation.

“With the new contracts secured in July
this year, our current order book has been
boosted to nearly US$1 billion, which is a
record level in our corporate history and
marks a new milestone for the Group. It
also reflects the Group’s ability to overcome
the prevailing industry headwinds. Our
order book comprises mainly of long term
charters that now stretch up to 2022,
thereby improving visibility and stability of
the Group’s future revenue streams.”
-Ling Yong Wah
Exec Director & CEO

In the last decade, several Latin American countries, lacking in
capital and technology, have introduced reforms to their energy
sector, opening it to private participation and foreign investors.
Analysts said that when fully implemented, the reforms have the
potential to transform the sector and make these countries more
competitive.
Swiber has been active in Latin America and has won contracts
for subsea development work including pipeline tie-ins and
construction of submarine ducts. The region contributed to 69%
of the Group’s revenue of US$165 million in the first quarter of
fiscal 2015.
Swiber’s Deputy Group Chief Executive Officer Darren Yeo said:
“Latin America has one of the largest reserves of crude oil in the
world and holds exciting potential for the oil and gas industry.
We look forward to commencing this project. It signifies our
relentless effort to build up our capabilities in the region and
to forge new business partnerships in the oil-rich parts of the
world.
“This project also helps maintain the business momentum
Swiber has gained since the end of last year, strengthening our
reputation as a long-term partner who can deliver quality work
in a timely and cost-efficient manner.”
Swiber is a leading global provider of integrated offshore
construction and support services to the oil and gas industry.
It owns a young and modern fleet of 13 construction vessels
supported by its in-house offshore support vessels.

“Latin America has one of the largest
reserves of crude oil in the world and
holds exciting potential for the oil
and gas industry. We look forward to
commencing this project. It signifies
our relentless effort to build up our
capabilities in the region and to
forge new business partnerships in
the oil-rich parts of the world.
- Darren Yeo
Deputy Group CEO

Inside News

Vallianz Strengthens its Foothold in the Middle East with
New Contract Win Worth Up to US$300M
• Group will supply two self-elevating platforms to an existing NOC customer
• Long-term time charter contract of five years, with two-year extension option
• Reinforces Vallianz’s position as a premier OSV supplier to the NOC

Building

Rawabi
Integrity

Press Release: 13 July 2015

As project manager for this contract,
Vallianz will work closely with the NOC
and take responsibility for overseeing the
deployment and offshore activities of the
self-elevating platforms for the customer’s
operations.

Rawabi Integrity Visit
On 29 September, Vallianz Executive Director and
CEO Mr. Ling Yong Wah together with Rawabi
partners; Group President and CEO Mr. Osman
Ibrahim and VP, Corporate Services Ms. Noaf
AlTurki visited Qingdao Wuchuan Heavy Industries
yard in Qingdao where Offshore Floating Storage
Supply Vessel (OFSSV) Rawabi Integrity is being
constructed.

Despite the weak oil price environment,
production activities in the Middle East
market remain vibrant.
Gulf oil producers, led by Saudi Arabia, are
widely anticipated to maintain their current
oil output as preservation of market share
remains their top priority. As a result,
industry analysts expect exploration and
production spending in the Middle East to
show a double-digit increase in 2015 as
compared to 2014.
Vallianz has clinched a time charter valued
at up to US$300 million to supply two
selfelevating platforms.
The Group was awarded the contract by
an existing customer in the Middle East
(the “NOC”), which is one of the world’s
largest national oil companies. Both
vessels are expected to be deployed
from the third quarter of 2015 for a
period of five years, with the customer
having an option to extend the charter
for another two years until 2022.
The vessels are self-elevating platforms
which will be used to perform well
servicing for the NOC’s offshore platforms
and well structures in the Arabian Gulf.
These self-elevating platforms are
selfpropelled, equipped with cranes and
capable of supporting various offshore
operations, from wire line intervention
activities and wellhead maintenance to
the transportation of materials, equipment
and personnel.
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“This is the first time the
Group will be supplying
this type of self-elevating
platforms and we are
honoured that the NOC
has once again selected
Vallianz to support its
vast offshore oil and
gas operations in the
Middle East. This contract
reinforces Vallianz’s
superior advantage as
a premier supplier of
offshore support vessels
to the NOC, and validates
the Group’s ongoing
strategy to widen our
product offering with more
specialized vessels.”
-Ling Yong Wah
Exec Director & CEO

In December 2014, the Group secured
a five-year time charter award worth
US$97 million with the NOC to supply a
customized offshore floating storage and
supply vessel (“OFSSV”). The OFSSV
will be the first of its kind to be deployed
in the Middle East when the contract
commences in the third quarter of 2015.
Vallianz presently has 26 Anchor Handling
Tug and Supply vessels and Platform
Supply Vessels operating in the Middle
East.
“Vallianz is one of few companies that
continue to secure long-term charter
contracts and boast a strong order book
amid the uncertain climate in the offshore
oilfield services market. With the majority
of our order book comprising long term
vessel charters in the Middle East region,
we believe Vallianz has a resilient business
model to successfully navigate through
this period of market volatility.
We value the continuous support from the
NOC and the trust they have in Vallianz
to deliver high quality offshore marine
support services. We will continue to work
on expanding the breadth of our marine
assets and solutions to better meet the
NOC’s offshore oilfield operational needs,”

Noaf and Elisa Woodward, VP
Shipbuilding
and
Technical
Management onboard the vessel.
The OFSSV is expected to be
completed and delivered middle of
November 2015. It is the first of its
kind to be deployed in the Middle
East.

SOC team at Block 280, Jurong
With Jurong GRC MP Mdm Rahayuh
Mahzam at Block 271, Jurong

SC team with Executive Chairman Mr.
Raymond Goh at Block 427 Woodlands

With Minister for Culture
Mr. Lawrence Wong

Swiber Gives 50
This year, the whole island nation of
Singapore celebrated its 50th Anniversary
of Independence and in honour of this
historical event, Swiber launched its SG50
(Swiber Gives 50) programme.
In Swiber, SG50 takes on a different
meaning as “Swiber Gives 50.” It is
an organization-wide programme that
aims to reach out to fifty (50) deserving
families in Singapore whose homes are
in dire need of cleanup, repainting and
refurbishing.
15 homes were each allocated for SOC
and VHL group, while 10 homes were
each assigned to PAPE and SC.
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With the solid endorsements from
Members
of Parliament (MPs) from
5 Grass Roots Community (GRC):
Sembawang, Marsiling, Jurong, Bishan
Toa Payoh and Punggol, a list of
deserving households were provided
by grass roots leaders to Swiber. of
MPs Mdm Halimah Yacob (Jurong), Mr.
Ong Ten Koon (Sembawang), Mr Wong
Kan Seng (Bishan) and Ms. Penny Low
(Punggol), a list of deserving households
were provided to the volunteer teams.

weekend is scheduled for the team to
come and do the work.
As of September, the teams have already
completed 25 homes. This programme
will run from August to November 2015.

PAPE team at Block 405, Woodlands

Watch this space as we report on the
SG50 Story!

With Marsiling GRC MP Mdm Halimah Yacob, Mr.
Darren Yeo and Ms. Serina Tan at Blk 4 Marsiling

To prepare for the weekend work, the
volunteers conducted home visits to meet
the recipients and assess their needs.
After the homeowners and volunteers
agree on the changes and works, one

OER team at Block 152 Bishan

Vallianz team at Block 621,
Punggol

nong yao
project
wassana
At the heels of the successful project completion in Manora offshore oil
field in early 2014, OMNI Offshore once again awarded supply of SPM
CALM buoy project to Equatoriale Services on July 2014. Transport and
installation contract was awarded end of February 2015, and the team
completed the project 4 months after, in early June.
The catenary anchor leg mooring buoy with a soft mooring system and
station- keeping capabilities connected to the FSO vesel was installed at
Nong Yao field which is situated in the G11/48 concession in southern
Gulf of Thailand.
Works in another CALM buoy for installation in Wassana field was also
in full swing and this posed a challenge to the team as both projects
are fast track. Efficient coordination with subcontractors, the field owner
(Mubadala), and client, OMNI offshore resulted in a safety record of zero
LTI and the successful installation of the CALM buoy.

Equatoriale successfully completed provision of
catenary anchor leg mooring (CALM) buoy for Block
G10/48 of Wassana field, located at the southern
section of the Pattani Basin. A fast track project for
KrisEnergy, the EPC was awarded end of September
2014, the transport and installation awarded end of
January 2015, and the installation was completed
mid of May 2015. Equatoriale successfully executed
the full spectrum from engineering and design up to
the installation phase.
The CALM buoy was moored to the seabed using
six mooring chain legs guided through rotating chain
stoppers and connected to high capacity power
anchors. A turntable is located on top of the hull to
accommodate FSO mooring hawsers and floating
hoses.
A proprietary-designed dual-path swivel unit enables
the transfer of fluids during vessel rotations. Fluids
are transferred from the CALM buoy to the Floating
Storage and Offloading (FSO) facility via floating
hoses protected by marine breakaway couplings.
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This widely-used technology enables safe mooring
of the vessel while guaranteeing the transfer of crude
oil and water during weather-vanning of the FSO.
With the works spanning three countries: Batam,
Indonesia, Singapore and Thailand, the biggest
challenge was logistics. Transfer of equipment
required clearances and immigration but the team
was able to overcome the challenges and the project
went very smoothly. Good rapport with the clients
and subcontractors was fostered as the team was
very committed to ensuring the project’s success.
Equatoriale has been designing, fabricating and
installing mooring systems since 2002. With the
completion of this project, the team is now set to
work on the EPC of another SPM buoy in the Middle
East.

Holmen Pacific reached the launch site

Swiber Kaizen 4000 upending the
CPP jacket

SK316
Campaign 1

PETRONAS Carigali Sdn. Bhd. has undertaken the development of the NC3 gas field located
in SK316 Block, approximately 200km North of Bintulu, Sarawak. The water depth in NC3 field
is around 104m-107m. The development of NC3 field is envisaged to be in complex-type
configuration and Swiber Offshore Construction carried out the T&I of this project.

NC3 will be made the hub for the SK316
gas development which includes future NC8
Wellhead platform. NC3 Complex comprise
of a Central Processing Platform (CPP), a
bridge-linked Wellhead Platform (WHP) and
a future bridge-linked Compressor Platform.
The processed gas will be evacuated to shore
via the existing trunk line through E11R-C
or dedicated newly-to-be-installed trunk
line to shore. The dehydrated condensate
will be spiked into the same trunk line. The
processed gas and dehydrated condensate
will be separated again onshore prior to
be fed into a new LNG Plant’s Train 9.
The gross volume of the processed gas is
660MMSCFD including 20% CO2.
14

Swiber Offshore Construction was awarded
the EPCIC of this project on Oct 2013. A
fast track project, preparation works was
began immediately. The structures were
fabricated in MMHE Fabrication yard at
Pasir Gudang Malaysia.
On 15th March
2015, the 2,672MT WHP jacket loadout
was completed onto Holmen Atlantic. It
immediately made it’s 606 nautical miles
journey to the launch site.
A month later, it’s bigger brother, the CPP
jacket weighing 9,000MT was loaded onto
Holmen Pacific. The transporatation spread
reached the site within a week and the
launching commenced.

As one of the biggest jacket launched by the
team, adopted the methodology of flooding
with the use of pumps.
The WHP topside weighing 2082MT
installation was completed on 16 May 2015.
The last structure installed was a bridge
connecting the wellhead platform to the
central processing platform on 21 May 2015.
The team performed the demobilization and
wrapped up the first campaign of the SK316
project.

Swiber Kaizen 4000 lifting the wellhead
platform

SK316
Campaign 2
FLOAT-OVER INSTALLATION
On 12 September, the SK316 project team
successfully executed the float-over installation for
the Central Processing Platform (CPP) deck.

IN-HOUSE MARINE SPREAD
The float-over operation for the 13,700 MT deck
was executed with the use of our in-house barge
Holmen Pacific. A highly weather-sensitive offshore
operation, the team was able to execute despite only
67% rate of good weather window in September. It
wrapped up the team’s offshore campaign for the
SK316 project.
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Executive Chairman Mr. Raymond
Goh in his opening remarks
John, Michele and Eva chatting
after the program
Brothers (and sister) in arms: (l-r) Anna (SOC), Leow Yiang (SOC), Pakpoom (SOC), Olivier (PAPE), Gregoire (PAPE), Stellen (SOC),
Chee Kiong (USP), Heng Kee (SOC), Joseph (SOC), Gavin (Holmen), Junyi (USP), Amit (SOC), Richard (VOM), Hong Tu (USP)

SK316

Project Completion Dinner

There is always a good reason to celebrate and for Swiber,
SK316 project’s successful completion currently topped
that list.
On 1st October, SK316 project team consisting of SOC,
PAPE, Vallianz, OER, Alam-Swiber, Holmen International,
convened at the American Club in Claymore Hill, Singapore
to celebrate this latest success. It was a proud moment
for everyone; from the office based personnel who diligently
ensured that the groundwork was laid - the vessels and
crew mobilized, the licenses and logistics supplied, to the
field personnel who braved the elements and performed
the technical offshore operation and the management
team who gave their support, called the critical shots, and
ensured that the work flowed smoothly. Everyone did their
part and did it really well.

Deputy Group CEO and Executive Director Mr. Darren Yeo
and Executive Vice President Mr. Joseph Keh congratulated
the team and gave due recognition, especially to the key
persons who led their teams - at the forefront of which was
Associate VP for India Mr. Stellen Hoon who was the project
manager for SK316.
SK316 is a project that is completed on time, with an
impressive HSE perfomance of 0 LTI (Lost Time Incident).
Significant milestones were achieved as the CPP jacket was
one of the biggest launched by the team, and the successful
float-over operation was accomplished, using our in-house
FO barge Holmen Pacific.

Stellen sharing
experience

his

Executive VP, SOC
Mr. Joseph Keh

SK316

Renaud, Anil, Heng Kee and Michele in
deep conversations

Deputy Group CEO & Exec.
Director Mr. Darren Yeo

In his opening speech, Swiber Executive Chairman Mr.
Raymond Goh thanked the team for their hardwork and
expressed his confidence and pride for having an excellent
team to work with.
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Winning smiles for a
winning team

Mr. Goh presented a movie
poster of Stellen as Flash

INDIA IN FOCUS
SWIBER
OFFSHORE
INDIA
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PRP-4 Kick-Off Meeting
Close at the heels of the Daman project win is the clinching of PRP-4
project. Kick-off Meeting and dinner was held on 11th April 2015 at
the Grand Ballroom in Grand Hyatt, Kalina, Mumbai.
PRP-4 includes the laying of 112.5km of rigid
pipelines, 154km of flexible pipelines, non
structural modifications on 37 wellheads
and 9 CPPs, and structural modification
works on 10 wellheads and two process
platforms.
The offshore campaign will be
done in 2 phases and is expected
to be completed on
15th May 2017.

C-26 Cluster Pipeline Kick-Off Meeting
The Kick-off meeting and Contract Signing ceremony for the
C-26 project was held in Mumbai on 16 May 2015. The event
was attended by clients from Oil and Natural Gas Corporation
(ONGC) and project management team from the consortium Swiber
Offshore India Pvt. Ltd and Swiber Offshore Construction Pte. Ltd.

It’s dark times for the oil and gas industry and no company is spared.
But India’s determination to shore up domestic oil
production and reduce the country’s dependence on
importation bode well for Swiber as offshore activiities in
the region resulted in three consecutive project wins.

The contract was signed between Mr. Manas Chakraborty, GGM (MM)
and Mr. Darren Yeo, Deputy Group CEO and Executive Director of Swiber
Holdings.
This EPIC project is set to commence immediately and is expected to
be completed in the second quarter, next year. It includes laying of over
60km rigid pipelines, jumper connections, topside modification works on
9 platforms and major modifications on central processing platforms. The
project will run for one season and is expected to be completed on April
2016.

SOI Teambuilding
by: Sharon Ferie
Project Secretary, SOI

Swiber Offshore Construction team is laying all the
groundwork in preparation for the big projects.
A
teambuilding session was organized on 11 September, 2015
at Hotel Suba International, attended by all teams; Contracts,
Logistics, HSE, Quality, T&I Operation, Procurement, Topside
Modification, Project Control, Subsea, Engineering, HR,
Admin, and Contracts.
During the teambuilding and workshop, three modules
were discussed, covering topics on attitude, consistency

and
hardwork,
communication,
understanding roles in a team,
prioritizing tasks and time management.
The activity prepared the team members
to ensure a smooth and efficient
offshore campaign and maximize
synergy between all four projects.

“I am a numbers man. When
youOffice
tell meDedication
something very
SOI
operational, I will t ry to translate
by: Tan Yoke Chang
it into numbers because to
Senior Executive, Business Development
me, that is my confident way
A dedication
ceremony is the act
of consecrating an altar, temple,
of understanding
things.”

church, or other building that is going to be used for any certain
reason. Many companies hold a dedication ceremony before opening
business in order to bless the building the company is in, the health
and well-being of their employees, and the future and prosperity of
said company.
Swiber Offshore India held an office dedication ceremony for the
new office space and its employees. It was attended by no less than
our Swiber Executive Chairman Mr. Raymond Goh, Swiber Group
Deputy CEO/SOC Managing Director Mr. Darren Yeo, SOC Executive
Vice President Mr. Joseph Keh and Pastor Gilbert Peter Carthigasu
who lead the dedication. He annointed the glass doorway with oil as
he prayed for blessings for the office and its employees.
Towards the end of the short ceremony, a plaque containing a Bible
verse was unveiled by the Chairman. Located just inside the main
entrance, it serves to remind all that the Almighty God will be the
source of hope and future for the company. A similar plaque can
also be seen at the Swiber Singapore Headquarters.

SOI Celebrates
Independence Day
by: Kumar Vishal
HR Manager, SOI

Swiber Offshore (India) Pvt. Ltd. celebrated the nation’s 69th
year of independence on 14th August, 2015, a day before
the actual independence day. All the employees eagerly
helped out with the preparations and gamely participated in
the surprise events.
The Swiber office was beautifully decorated with saffron,
white and green balloons which is the tri-color of India’s
national flag. Everyone wore traditional clothes in honor of
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the event - male employees looked dashing in kurta – pajama
or sherwani and the female employees were all beautiful in
either saree or salwar suit.
Finally the long awaited programme started at 3:30pm
wherein various surprise activities were organized to foster
camaraderie and friendship among all as most of the
employees are fairly new in the company. Best performers
were awarded by the nominated judges. The event ended
with exchange of thanks and snacks distribution.

S

tell r
tellen

When it comes to SOC projects in the region these days,
Stellen’s name is part of the buzzwords. From Brunei,
Vietnam, Malaysia, and now India, he has his hands on recently
completed and ongoing projects. And with India thrust in the
limelight for 3 consecutive major project wins early this year,
needless to say, he has his hands full indeed!
Stellen joined Swiber in 2007 as a Project Engineer. Back
then, he was the first and only engineer in Brunei office. The
first project he was involved with was the Pipeline Restoration
Project (PRP) where they laid 18 pipelines and installed 36
risers.
PRP was his first exposure to offshore installation works after
working 7 years in offshore campaign turn around and yard
fabrication. He was involved in
procuring local materials,
monitoring the fabrication, applying offshore work permits,
and doing the installation work. He served as Project Engineer
for two years and was later promoted to Construction Manager
where he became heavily involved in doing topsides, jackets
and pipelay for the Swiber T&I works for Brunei Shell.
He was promoted to Project Manager for Champion Waterflood
project. For Stellen, it was one of the most challenging and
most enjoyable project that he has ran. It was a full EPIC
contract, and Swiber’s first SURF project.
“I have recruited everyone and formed a very good team. One
of my biggest achievements is seeing those people whom I
hired as fresh graduates, learn so much and become capable
of performing the tasks in a span of only 2 years. For the
Champion Waterflood project, we have achieved a great result”.

Su Tu Nau
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Last year, Stellen was asked to take on STN project in Vietnam.
“STN has one of the most challenging clients we’ve faced.
You need to have very very tough mentality and strong dealing
with them. I am very fortunate that we have a very very good
team to work with. The things that I was not able to do, were
being supplemented by the other team members. The clients
are smart and tough people, you have to be fully committed

if you work with them. If you were not able to finish the work
on the agreed seven days, on the 8th day, they will give you
tremendous amount of pressure. The nature of the work was
T&I, but I learned a lot about working with different people and
how to handle pressure.
We had a close relationship with PTSC M&C. The end client
however, had high demand and expectations. Fortunately I
have a very very good team members who were able to take
these on and managed it successfully.”

SK316

We have just completed the SK316 project in Malaysia. It is a
very good project because the timeframe given to do engineering
was way adequate. We have the resources, we have a good
sized team members, and we are right on schedule.
CPP jacket is one of the biggest that Swiber has successfully
launched and installed. And the float over of CPP topside are
well executed without any incident recorded and despite the
marginal weather window given, we have completed within the
given schedule.

India - Daman, PRP-4, C-26, Punj-Lloyd

Now an Associate VP, the most important thing for Stellen
is to make sure that he provides good platform for his team
members to work on.
“I have to ensure that there are adequate resources, and
adequate support for the project. I do not run the project
myself but I need to make sure that they have the platform to
build on and work on the project.”
With all four projects being done simultaneously, the synergies
are being carefully looked into. We need to make sure that the
resources are optimized and there is proper prioritization. It is
very challenging. But the good thing is that we have already
mapped out our course of action, and has a sound plan to work
with.

“

It is important that
we mistake-proof our
processes to make sure
that the projects are
executed properly. When
we plan something, we
don’t plan to change it,
we plan to stick with it.

”

India is a very different working environment. There are a lot of
learning curves. Their taxation system is so complicated that it
takes forever to understand. Everything that you do, the first thing
you have to consider is taxation. Fortunately, we have a capable
team who help me in the commercial taxation, human resources
and administration. At the moment we have 160 staff in our India
office and we are looking at 200-strong team.
Being part of the senior management, I have to be open to accept
new challenges. I am looking at the overall benefit for the whole
company and not just for one specific project.

It is important that we mistake-proof our processes to make sure that
the projects are executed successfully. When we plan something,
we don’t plan to change it, we plan to implement it. We don’t simply
change things, unless there is a good reason for change.
One thing that is important to me is giving encouragement to the
team members. As a leader, you have to lift their morale. If you
think they’re not good enough, you need to support them in their
weaknesses.
My principle is that we work as a team and we put our hearts
together. Being a part of a team is more than lip service. We have to
value our team, work with what we have, and give them full support.
We work with our guiding principles, values and core philosophies.
The first is Cause No Harm, which is a part of our DNA as Swiberites.
Second is EE. All of our key personnel have attended the Emotional
Excellence course and we continue to encourage them to take a
step back whenever they face any challenges and difficulties. We
do not act based on emotions immediately but we strive for a
harmonized working environment for everybody.

It’s not just career
that’s shining brightly
for Stellen but his
personal
life
too!
Stellen tied the knot
with the lovely Ms. Ivy
Yong early this year.
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Third is Flow management, which taught us to make sure that we
have all our people at the right place to ensure continuous flow of
the process, we have to work on prioritization in our projects. With
3 major projects about to commence, and there are more coming,
we make sure that we have adequate people guarding each of the
goal posts or the gates of the processes so that there are no piling
up of work in one area and there is continuous flow. If we do all
these things right, the profit will come. Managing for profit is our
fourth philosophy and in order to do this, it is important that we
mistake-proof our processes.
Our core values and philosophies are set by our Chairman, we need
to believe it and drive it, because it will set us in the right direction.

SOI EE Training and NEO
Prof. Leonard Yong held two sessions of “EE for Managers”
separately on 27- 28 July and 30-31 July for the Primary and
Middle Management of SOI. A total of 39 participants actively
engaged in the training program, which is focused on the
“heart motivation” to practice emotional excellence at the
workplace.
Individual LPI profiles were made visible for everyone – which
was the beginning of the self-awareness and self-learning
process. Knowing chuckles can be heard and heads nodded
in agreement, every time Prof. Yong would highlight examples
of behavior that are commonly spot-on for the participants.
As the program run its course, barriers went down as the
session allowed for personal sharing and team activities
tested communication skills and teamwork.
While it was a time free from their usual technical specifications
and calculations, each of the managers present recognized
the importance of how being an emotionally excellent leader
can make the difference in delivering a successful and safe
project. But more than that, each came away with clear and
practical applications on how to be a better boss, colleague,
friend, spouse and father.

Swiberites Celebrate Hari Raya
Organizing and celebrating Hari Raya has been a timehonoured tradition for our Muslim colleagues. Starting
among close friends - the celebration is now participated
in by all business divisions. This self-funded luncheon, the
celebration was held on August 12 at the Maxwell room.
Special guests included some of the Directors from PAPE
and SC and our Chairman Mr. Raymond Goh himself.

Durian Party 2015
An annual treat for the Durian aficionados at the IBP
headquarters, a feast of the popular Mao Shan Wang and
D24 varieties were served and enjoyed during the Durian
party on 20 July 2015.
It was a special back to the office surprise after the long
SG50 weekend, everyone looked forward to the party.
Already in its fifth year, it remains to be one of the most
popular social event. This year, another seasonal fruit
- mangosteen was served and with more than enough
durians for the whole crowd, it was a huge success! We
would like to thank our big bosses for this wonderful treat!
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This Hari Raya gathering is always an explosion of colours
with the ladies donning beautiful “baju kurung” in vivid
and lively patterns and the men looking dignified in their
“baju melayu.” The wide variety of Malay dishes like laksa,
rendang, etc and the delicious traditional desserts were a
truly a delicious way to celebrate culture.

Earth Day 2015
The fight for a clean environment continues
in a climate of increasing urgency, as the
ravages of climate change become more
manifested every day. Initiated by the
HSE team and guided by our Cause No
Harm philosophy, Swiberites supported
Earth Day 2015 in their own little way.
On April 22, all office lights in Singapore HQ
were switched off from 12:00pm-1:00pm,
employees used the stairs instead of using
the lift, and many colleagues wore green
or floral tops to make the event more
fun and engaging These initiatives were
replicated in the shipyard, and regional
offices in India, Indonesia, and Mexico.

SOMEX Holds Family D

“A new baby is like the beginning of all things
- wonder, hope, a dream of possibilities.

BUNDLES OF JOY

y

- Eda J. Le Shan)

The Swiber Family Day is an annual event organized to
promote rapport among Swiber Offshore Mexico and their
families.
One of the best part of the event was the location. With
considerable beach length, plus palapas to shelter
assistants from the sun and a pool, Playa Margaritas
Restaurant turned out to be the ideal place to hold the
event.
The activities conducted were designed to include all
members of the family from the youngest to the oldest.
We played volleyball, football, built sand castles, etc.
We had amazing feedback from the assistants; everyone
was thrilled to spend a day at the beach, with all the different
activities that took place, also the food and beverages that
pleased everybody.

Aloysius Liow
10 Oct 2015

Michelle Kong
HR Executive, SC

Mindful of the austerity policy adopted by the company we
reevaluated all our social activities and went for the ones
with the most mileage at a lesser cost.
This
event
is
a
midterm pause as it
helped people who
can’t take summer
vacations, giving them
a whole day to enjoy
themselves with their
families. Of course it’s
a great opportunity
to
strengthen
relationships with our
coworkers. It is how
Swiber shows its interest the welfare of each employee,
who make up the great Swiber Family.

Eva Sapkal
16 July 2015

Nur Nihayatul Zaqirah
14 Aug 2015

Saidin Sani Mum
Document Controller
SOC

Ira Sapkal

16 July 2015

Jeevan Sapkal
Document Controller, SOI

Aanya

Anaya Pillai

Manjit Kumar Saroj
Project Control
Manager, SOI

Vinay Kumar
Project Engineer
E&I, SOI

03 August 2015

Jesslyn Low

06 July 2015

Leow Zi Yu

03 July 2015

14 June 2015

Susan Tay Siau Fei
Asst. Accountant
SC

Leow Seng Heang
Lead Engineer,
SURF, PAPE

WEDDED BLISS
What greater thing is there
for two human souls, than
to feel that they are joined
for life–to strength each
other in all labor, to rest on
each other in all sorrow, to
minister to each other in silent
unspeakable memories at the
moment of the last parting?”
– George Eliot

Hamzah Sharhan
Carmen Lai
Snr. Executive, Admin, SC
married to
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Kong Kok Wei

26 September 2015

Ashraf Shaikh
Asst. Accountant, SOC

Venkat Rammurthy
Manager, Project, SOI

married to

married to

16 August 2015

6 July 2015

Munazza Shaikh

Harini

04 June 2015

30 May 2015

Daniel Tan

11 May 2015

Ayden Ang

Tan Jing Quat

Sharhan Bin Chedin
Senior Designer, SURF
PAPE

Feiri Yenna
Snr. Executive,
HR (Engagement)
SC

Leow Shu Wei
Engineering
Project Manager
PAPE

Tan Choo Kiat
Accountant
SC

08 May 2015

SWIBER SH T

Our heaviest installation so far! Holmen Pacific carrying the 13,700MT CPP topside
approaching the jacket slot.

www.swiber.com
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